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Now you see it. Soon you won’t.

Are the things which make New York unique vanishing forever?

Log Line
The Vanishing City takes a revealing look at the forces and driving vision behind the
“Luxurification” of New York City and its far-reaching and devastating effects on the
middle class and working poor.

Short Synopsis
Told through the eyes of city planners, developers, politicians, small business owners,
landlords and tenants, this documentary exposes and explains the policies and economic
philosophy behind New York's finance dominated economy, the concentration of wealth,
and the process that has jeopardized the social fabric and neighborhoods that have
always made New York unique. Issues of class formation, land use, rezoning decisions and
the upheaval of longstanding neighborhoods combine to provide a critical look into the
deeply rooted policies of one of the world’s most iconic cities. Like other global trends in
major cities around the world, these trends are perhaps best exemplified in the city of
New York.

Film presents an "oppositional narrative"

Advocacy piece:  point of view



Medium Synopsis
Walk down any street in New York, it’s been said, and in a year it’ll be a brand new street. But
when the streets of New York began changing in just months, it got many New Yorkers worried.

“The Vanishing City,” a documentary that has just debuted at local film festivals, looks at the whys
and hows of the luxury building frenzy of the past decade.  And it looks at the effect on regular
New Yorkers, from Greenwich Village, to Harlem, to the Iron Triangle in Queens.

Kathryn Erbe, the long-time sidekick on “Law & Order: Criminal Intent,” brings her distinctive voice
front and center as narrator of “The Vanishing City.”  The movie also got a boost when its
Executive Producer, Erika Hampson, won an Oscar for another project (Best Short, “The New
Tenants”).

But it’s the residents of New York who are the true stars of this film.  The film starts by explaining
the City Hall policies, tax codes and zoning decisions that drove the past years’ massive and
drastic changes. Then it takes to the streets, listening to the tenants, shopkeepers and families
affected by those changes.  An activist in Harlem angrily chides a councilman to stop chuckling at
an old lady’s distress.  A sawdust company exec worries about his workers.  A street corner orator
yells up at Donald Trump’s Soho behemoth.  Through all the stories, directors Jen Senko and
Fiore DeRosa calmly and clearly show the connecting threads of money, power and influence.

Almost completed when the Crash of ’08 occurred, the film wraps up as a cautionary tale, and
asks the now-widespread question “Where do we go from here?”



Long Synopsis
New York City in recent years has garnered the distinction of being the city in the United
States with the greatest disparity of rich and poor.  In the last decade New York has
experienced a building boom that is disturbingly different than any expansion in the
city’s history.  Small businesses are closing at an alarming rate, existing industrial and
manufacturing firms are unable to meet the rising rents and are fleeing the city - taking
with them tens of thousands of well paying blue collar jobs, and the middle class is
quickly vanishing.  The city landscape is transforming into luxury glass residential
monoliths throughout the city, changing the physical, and socioeconomic character of
the city.

The film explores why is this happening.  In the mid-seventies New York City was on the
verge of bankruptcy. The city’s business elite unified and used it’s power and influence to
create a shift in city policy, which favored finance, real estate, and media and began to
marginalize manufacturing and industrial jobs. Over the next three decades the city
administrations and business sector imagined and made effort to create a city that
revolved around global finance. The present city administration refined this vision and
created a clear road map, PlaNYC 2030, to lure the world’s wealthiest and brightest to the
“Luxury City”.  They massively rezoned former industrial zones for luxury residential.  Tax
development subsidies were taken advantage of and used primarily for luxury
development.   Other loopholes in the law were exploited to displace people in
affordable housing.

Global cities like New York, London, Paris, Stockholm, Tokyo,
Mumbai and Shanghai have all experienced similar
changes. The policies and changes in law, due to this “re-
imagining” of the city of the last 30 years and especially of
the most recent administration, are examined along with
some of the consequences.



Technical Info

Film Title:   THE VANISHING CITY

Category:   Documentary

Running Time:   55:16 minutes

Shooting Format:   Color (HD 200)

Language:   English

Exhibition Format:   HD Cam, BETA and DVD Region 1

Sound:   Stereo





Directors’ Statement
We first set out to document what we were seeing happen in our city; a city we  loved so much.  New York
has been a city we both had come to in hopes of finding a community we could relate to.  Both of us,
having artistic natures felt like we ‘didn’t fit in’ or were able to explore our natures as well in the suburbs of
New  Jersey; Fiore being from Newark and Jen, the Jersey Shore.  So we each came to New York, at
separate times, not knowing each other but living in the same neighborhood for over 20 years.  We each
found community here that made us feel ‘at home’.

To us, the people who populated New York made
the place unique. The city we knew and grew to
love was ethnically, creatively, and culturally
diverse, intense and chaotic. Like most cities, it
was also in a constant state of evolution. While we
had gotten used to this megalopolis redefining
itself all the time, it was difficult  - painful even - to
accept the more dramatic transformation that was
taking shape seemingly overnight.  Tall glass and
steel buildings were popping up everyday in place
of old buildings being torn down or in what
seemed to be in any available space. Many mom
and pop and eclectic stores that in some way
helped define the city were being priced out and
in their place, corporate chain and high-end
luxury stores were replacing them.

Many of our friends and the old time residents
were moving elsewhere, unless they were
fortunate enough to be rent controlled or rent
stabilized.  The majority of these people were
considered middle income, but it also included
artists and working class minorities. The city was
being cleared out and whitewashed.

Being neighbors, we eventually met. Both of us were concerned and saddened but mostly confused at
the rapid changes. Why was the city changing so rapidly?   What was the city losing?  Since we were both
filmmakers we decided to document what we were losing and why that change seemed to be stripping
New  York of its soul.  As we started asking questions, we became more interested in the ‘why’ this was
happening.  We started talking to tenants and community activists and then, public officials.  We
discovered a plan to develop the city.   It was called PlaNYC 2030.  Plans to transform the city into a luxury
city were based on an estimate that 1 million more people would move to New York by  2030.



Directors’ Statement continued

We wanted to know who made the estimate, how valid it was and if the estimate of one million new
residents was true, what kind of residents were they  expecting?  Would they all be able to afford luxury
housing?  We explored the supposition that “affordable housing” was being built.  The term “affordable” was
a skewed term and there were only a token number of affordable units being  built.  Who were these
people?  When we asked the administration who was monitoring and planning for the buildings we were
told that all the luxury buildings being built were due to a “free market”.

We continued our questioning and found that the “free market” had nothing to do with it.  Huge tax breaks
that had crept up to a half of billion dollars a year were being given to developers to build luxury buildings.
Why were they going up in  places where buildings had never existed?  The city administration had rezoned
over 86 neighborhoods or one in every six square feet for luxury building.  Other areas like Harlem, The Iron

Triangle in Willets Point, Queens and the Atlantic Yards were being threatened by eminent domain.  Wasn’t
eminent domain supposed to be the taking of property from a private entity for public use?  As we
discovered, this was not the case. In each case the threat of eminent domain had to do with taking from one
private entity to give to another private entity in order for that entity to become rich.

Neither of us knew any of these things had been happening in New York City.   And, nobody we knew
seemed to know of these things either.

 We thought that since we had done most of our filming before the recession, that our findings would be
irrelevant once the recession struck. It turns out that in this global era our findings are immensely still
relevant.  Though the means may vary in various cities across the globe, the end result is still there. Except
for the ultra wealthy, most people were barely getting by and the middle class was slowly being PRICED
OUT of the city completely.

After speaking with Saskia Sassen, the esteemed professor who wrote the book, “The Global City” we
changed the name of our film from “Vanishing New York” to  The Vanishing City”.  We see this phenomenon
to be global and therefore of interest to many more people than just New Yorkers.  Although, we do feel
that New York City means something to everyone around the world:  residents from nearly every country on
the globe live in New York.  This City, which has been romanticized in films, movies, books and poetry, is
being changed by a select few for a select few and not by or for the many who love it.

Jen Senko  and Fiore DeRosa



FIORE DEROSA   Co-Director / Co-Producer

Fiore DeRosa, co-director and a producer of “The
Vanishing City,” is a long time lower Manhattan resident
and an award winning film and theater director. His film
“Distraction”, which he wrote, directed and produced
won third prize in the Zoie Film Festival. His  recent film,
“Rat Kings,” based on the best selling novel by Robert
Sullivan is in production. Fiore was the Founder and
Executive Director of The Abraxxas Theater in New York
City, and previously the Managing Director of Hunger
Theater of Philadelphia. With Hunger Theater, his
production of “American Buffalo” won The Golden
Cockerel Award for best play in the
2000 Edinburgh film festival.

JEN SENKO   Co-Director / Co-Producer

Jen Senko is an award-winning filmmaker and a long-time Soho
resident.  Senko’s first documentary, “Road Map Warrior
Women”, won recognition with several festival awards, including
Certificate of Merit Finalist from the 2000 Houston Film Festival
and the Special Jury Award from the 2001 Brooklyn Film Festival.
Subsequently, Jen was a guest on the panel for the “Women
Who Rock” symposium sponsored by CineWomen. Over the past
fifteen years she’s been involved in writing, directing, producing,
casting and shooting. She started her LLC, JSenko Productions,
in order to produce a number of independent films. In fall 2006
she was the casting director for the Latino short “La Chiva” which
was picked by a panel of blue ribbon judges (including famed
director Robert Rodriguez) sponsored by Mercury/Ford. Senko
directed a political two-minute short in November 2006 called
“Jesus Cares. Guess Who Doesn’t.”

BIOs



BIOs continued

KATHRYN ERBE   Narrator

Has starred for eight seasons on “Law & Order Criminal Intent” as Detective Alex Eames. Born
in Newton, Massachusetts, Erbe is a veteran of both film and television and has been a
working actress since she graduated from New York University in 1989. Most recently, she
appeared in the feature film “Three Backyards” alongside Edie Falco and Elias Koteas. Erbe
also gained notice in the 1999 box office hit “Stir of Echoes” opposite Kevin Bacon and

“Dream with the Fishes” (1997) with David Arquette. Her additional
film credits include “Entropy”, “Kiss of Death”, “Mighty Ducks 2”, “Rich
in Love” and “What about Bob?” Her other television credits include
playing the infamous death row inmate Shirley Bellenger on the
acclaimed HBO series “Oz”. She also appeared on NBC’s “Homocide:
Life on the Street,” the miniseries “George Wallace”, Showtime’s
original production of “Naked City: Justice with a Bullet”, NBC’s
“Another World”, and the television movie “Breathing Lessons”. Before
appearing in feature films, Erbe began her career on the stage. She is
a member of both the Steppenwolf Theater Company and the
Atlantic Theater Company and has starred in many of their
productions. She earned a Tony award nomination in 1991 for her
portrayal of Mary in “Speed of Darkness”. Erbe currently resides in
New york with her two children.

ERIKA HAMPSON   Executive Producer

Erika Hampson began producing films in 2005, with the debut of
the short film "Five Minutes, Mr. Welles" starring and directed by
Vincent D'Onofrio. Since then, she has gone on to produce several
other projects, including the feature film "Don't Go In The Woods"
(2008) and "Ipso Facto (2008)," a short film which debuted at the
Backseat Film Festival in 2009. Erika's most recent project was the
Oscar winning short film "The New Tenants," directed by Joachim
Back, in association with Park Pictures. She also has several projects
in development, including a film adaptation of Eric Bogosian's
novel "Mall.”



BIOs continued

HEATHER QUIST   Co-Producer

Heather is another long-time resident of New York City, and is very
familiar with the politics, business and economics of the city. Her film
career includes several independent productions, most especially as
Production Manager and Script Editor for “Downsizing of the Gods” (a
short satire about disruption and change in a New York business) and as
Associate Producer for a JSenko Productions film in production. She has a
B.S. in Communications from Syracuse University with a Concentration in
Urban Politics.

CHRIS IVERSEN   Editor

Chris Iversen is a Brooklyn resident who has been working in
social and political documentaries films for years. After earning
a film degree at San Francisco State University, he went from
directing bay area punk rock music videos, to becoming a
working documentary film editor in New York City. After
becoming a teaching assistant at The Edit Center in midtown
Manhattan, and working at Troma Entertainment's infamous
Hell's Kitchen office, he has worked in post production on a
wide range of social and political documentaries.

JASON KNOBLOCH   Director of Photography

Jason Knobloch’s photography career is the result of a life long
interest in lighting and the cinematic visuals. Jason grew up in
Westchester, NY, where he spent much time both studying and
capturing dramatic natural light. Concentrating mostly on nature
turned out to be a true teacher in both beautifully simplistic lighting
with many complicated accents. Jason is an alumni of both the
Hallmark Institute of Photography and the Art Institute of
Philadelphia, holding specializations in portrait photography and
commercial special effects.



A few of the People Interviewed 

Norman Siegel, former head of the NY ACLU and lawyer for the Harlem Tenants Council in the Columbia 
case 

Tom Angotti, Ph.D., Writer of “New York for Sale” and Professor of Urban Affairs & Planning at Hunter 
College 

Andrew Berman, Director of GVSHP 

Saskia Sassen, Author, “The Global City” and professor 

Philip Mouquinho, Restaurateur and Trinity Church Board member 

David Mulkins, President and Co-Founder of Bowery Alliance 

Tony Avella, Former Queens Councilman. Ran for mayor and senate. 

Darren Walker, Vice President of Foundation Initiatives for the Rockefeller Foundation 

Bettina Damiani, Executive Director of Good Jobs New York 

Deborah Glick, Assemblymember 

Greg O’Connell, Community Developer Activist 

Alysha Lewis Coleman, President of 10 Stanton Street Tenant Association 

David Sanborn, Jazz Musician and Grammy winner 

Rohit Aggarwala, former Director, Mayors Office of Long Term Planning and lead author of PlaNYC 2030 

Margaret Chin, Council Member –District 1 and former Deputy Execute Director of Asian Americans for 
Equality 

Nellie Bailey,  Co-founder and Director of the Harlem Tenants Council 

Numerous community activists, small business owners and residents demonstrations, hearings and 
community meetings around the city, artists, elderly residents, neighbors, and small business owners 
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Local Filmmakers in TWO Local Film Fests This Weekend –  

Documentary on Luxury Development Craze 
 

New York, NY – Local filmmakers Jen Senko and Fiore DeRosa are getting attention for their 
documentary, “The Vanishing City,” with prime slots at two local film festivals, both this weekend.  
On Thursday, they topped off Opening Night of the Harlem International Film Festival, and on 
Saturday, they’re in the 10pm showing for the Williamsburg International Film Festival. 
 
The movie, three years in the making, looks at the whys and hows of the luxury building 
construction frenzy of the past decade.  And it looks at the effect on regular New Yorkers, from 
the Village to Harlem to the Iron Triangle, Queens.   
 
Kathryn Erbe, the long-time sidekick on “Law & Order: Criminal Intent,” brings her distinctive 
voice front and center as narrator of “The Vanishing City.”  The movie also got a boost when its 
Executive Producer, Erika Hampson, won an Oscar for another project (Best Short, “The New 
Tenants”).   
 
But it’s the residents of New York who are the true stars of this film.  The film starts by explaining 
the City Hall policies, tax codes and zoning decisions that drove the past years’ massive and 
drastic changes. Then it takes to the streets, listening to the tenants, shopkeepers and families 
affected by those changes.  An activist in Harlem angrily chides a councilman to stop chuckling at 
an old lady’s distress.  A sawdust company exec worries about his workers.  A street corner 
orator yells up at Donald Trump’s Soho behemoth.  Through all the stories, Senko and DeRosa 
calmly and clearly show the connecting threads of money, power and influence. 
 
Almost completed when the Crash of ’08 occurred, the film wraps up as a cautionary tale, and 
asks the now-widespread question “Where do we go from here?” 
 
“The Vanishing City” will be shown in the Williamsburg fest (“WilliFest”) on Sat., Sept. 25 
at 10pm, at the Knitting Factory, 361 Metropolitan Avenue at Havermeyer Street, Brooklyn.  
The festival site is www.willifest.com.  
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 some links online 



More PRESS   - DailyNews.com 



More PRESS   - DailyNews.com 



Some Past Events

October 15, 2010, at the Schomburg Center:

“Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did, and it never will.”
Frederick Douglass (August 4, 1857)

Harlem Tenants Council Annual Housing Conference
 Friday, October 15th - Saturday, October 16th 2010

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture
525 Malcolm X Blvd @ 135th Street

********************************************************
Conference Theme

 “WE DEMAND HOUSING AS A BASIC HUMAN RIGHT”
Our program will kick off on Friday, October 15th from 6 to 9 PM with a solution driven panel on

Youth & Gun Violence: Harlem and the National Crisis moderated by Iesha Sekou, founder of Street
Corner Resources with a diverse panel that includes community activists, parents who lost children

to gun violence and youth members of Hip Hop Culture
 Following this panel we will screen the recently released documentary, "The Vanishing City" with

an introduction by Directors Fiore DeRosa and Jen Senko.

At the National Arts Club, December 15, 2010:

At the Human Rights Through Education conference
in Ann Arbor, U of MI, February 15, 2011:



Upcoming Events

FILM FORUM Benefit for GVSHP

April, 2011

MUSKIE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC SERVICE, University of Maine

Muskie School of Public Service, screening and discussion with the filmmakers
Date to be determined.

LAND USE EVENTS , Brooklyn Law's Environmental Law Society

To be determined.
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Harlem
Domonstration



Trump West Side Highway

Cooper Square Hotel


